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            SA Champion Broker
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            SA Business of the Year
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            SA Champion Broker
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            SA Champion Broker 
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            SA Champion Broker 
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            SA Business of the Year
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            SA/NT Best Residential Broker
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Financia

    

    



	
    
    
    
    The Difference

    
  
       
        
      	At FINANCIA, we are committed to continual personal development and restless for better ways to help secure finance for our clients. We have been awarded many accolades, earning a credible reputation in the industry and in the public eye. Financia has won AFG Business of the Year SA for the past 4 years running and was recently awarded the Number 1 Mortgage & Finance Business SA 2023 at the Better Business Awards. Our passion never dies, with a combined total of over 100 years of experience and knowledge within the finance industry.  We are not dinosaurs though! 

We have a professional, stable team with long-term personnel and continue to provide an ongoing fresh approach. When talking finance with our clients, we think outside the box.
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                    "Thanks to their unwavering support, we not only secured our dream home but also retained my mum's original place as a rental—a significant achievement that wouldn't have been possible without Financia. I can't express enough gratitude to Adrian and the Financia team; their expertise and importance in this process was truly invaluable to us."

                    
                    Lukas


                


               	
                

                    “Leon & his team’s 'can do' approach, together with his friendly and kind manner helped me acquire my dream home during a very difficult time. More recently Leon organised a mortgage refinance to enable me to save thousands per year. I am extremely grateful that Leon and his team have been able to help me with my mortgage - something I would have found overwhelming by myself.”

                    
                    Marie


                


               	
                

                    "Karina was exceptional in understanding my needs and financial situation. She managed to navigate through the complexities posed by my financial situation and obtained a highly satisfactory outcome. I was amazed by her depth of knowledge in the industry and her professionalism throughout the process. I highly recommend Karina as one of the top advisors in the state."

                    
                    Winston


                


               	
                

                    "Mel provided an excellent service as our mortgage broker. In dealing with a large bank that I would have lost my mind with if I had to apply for the loan myself. She kept us informed throughout the process and was always polite and professional."

                    
                    Melissa


                


               	
                

                    “Ben understood our requirements, presented us with a range of options and recommendations that aligned with our needs. Ben has great customer service, attention to detail and brilliant communication. Thanks Ben!”

                    
                    Paul
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        We are excited to announce that Financia and our Director Ben Finis have both been listed as Finalists in the MFAA Excellence Awards for 2024!
 
A huge achievement for the Financia team and Ben Finis, and a testament to the hard work and dedication provided to our clients every day to provide the best outcomes. 🎉🥳🍾
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        Why borrowers choose Mortgage Brokers 🏠🪴
 
Here’s why…
 
📌Mortgage and Finance Brokers offer a more personalised service with a variety of lender options and assistance throughout the home buying and lending process.
📌Borrowers are seeking a trusted professional in which they can build a relationship with to provide both short-term and long-term financial help.
📌Mortgage Brokers have a duty of care that ensures every client comes first and that their needs are above all else.
📌As Mortgage Brokers, we cater to a broader spectrum of borrowers and have a proactive approach in maintaining long-term relationships and ongoing support.
 
Curious to learn more? Connect with our team at Financia today! 📩 info@financia.com.au | 📞 (08) 7070 2755
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        Did you hear the news??
 
Mortgage Broker market share has reached the highest level ever. 71.8% of all home loans are written by Brokers.
 
If you are looking for a Mortgage & Finance Broker, reach out to Financia today to hear from one of our expert Brokers – (08) 7070 2755 info@financia.com.au
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        Happy Easter to everyone! 

We hope you all enjoy a lovely break with family and friends 🐰🍫

#Easter #finance #financia #Homeloanadelaide #investmentloanadelaide #homeloans #mortgagebrokeradelaide #mortgagebroker #lending
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        ✨Client Testimonial for our Mortgage and Finance Broker Laura Fischetti ✨

Whether you are looking for a home loan, investment loan, refinance, or a personal or car loan. Laura is your go to Mortgage and Finance Broker.
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        ⭐️We would like to welcome our newest employee Tahlia to the team, as Personal Assistant to Laura Fischetti! ⭐️

Tahlia has recently joined the Financia team to pursue her career in finance as a Personal Assistant.

Tahlia is a career-orientated individual, consistently striving to deliver the highest level of service to every customer. Drawing from her previous experience within the industry, Tahlia has a comprehensive understanding of tailoring loans to meet the unique needs of clients.

Tahlia looks forward to meeting clients, networking with those in the industry and working closely with Laura Fischetti.
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        International Women’s Day
 
This morning the women at Financia went out to breakfast to celebrate International Women’s Day! 

Today recognizes the social, economic, cultural, and political achievements of Women. Financia recognizes and is extremely grateful for all the women that work here and the hard work they dedicate to their clients, team and Financia each and every day 💜💜
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        Have you seen our recent Expert Tip? Financia’s Director Ben Finis discusses flexibility for those who are self-employed seeking finance.
 
Head over to our website to read more on how lenders in Australia have made positive changes, giving flexibility to consumers who are self-employed with less than 1 year of income.
 
To keep up to date with Financia’s Expert Tips, head to our website and sign up for our monthly newsletter 📧
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        Last night the Financia team attended the Adelaide Fringe!
 
Was great to get out of the office into the garden for a bite to eat, a show and team bonding!
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        We are extremely proud of Director Ben Finis winning Best Residential Broker in SA for 2024 late last week! 
 
A huge achievement and testament to Ben’s unwavering commitment, passion, and excellence within the industry!
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        ⭐️We would like to welcome our newest employee Caitlin to the team, as Personal Assistant to Adrian Matricciani! ⭐️
 
Caitlin is a dedicated professional who joined the Financia team to pursue her career in finance as a Personal Assistant to Mortgage and Finance Broker Adrian Matricciani.

With a keen eye for detail and highly organised nature, Caitlin ensures that Adrian’s clients are well taken care of throughout the loan application process and beyond settlement. Her warm and guiding presence makes navigating the lending process a pleasant experience for clients.

Caitlin looks forward to meeting all of Financia’s clients and networking with those in the industry!
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        Yesterday our Mortgage and Finance Brokers Theo and Adrian attended the Sunnybrae Estate Wedding Exposition! 

If you are seeking finance for your big day, please feel free to reach out to Theo and Adrian here at Financia to learn more on how we can assist you! 💍💒
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                                        Finance for Self-Employed
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                                        Holiday Season Budgeting
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                                        What is an Offset Account?
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             Subscribe today to keep in touch and stay informed with all FINANCIA updates and the latest financial news!
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				                          FINANCIA is committed to successful client outcomes. Our talented Mortgage and Finance Brokers work with you to understand your individual circumstances and tailor loan solutions to meet your requirements. Our many years of experience and sound knowledge of the industry is supported by exceptional service to all clients.

				                      

				                    
				                      
				                          Financia Pty Ltd ATF Financia Unit Trust ABN 84 685 858 210 is a Corporate Authorised Representative of Australian Finance Group Ltd ACL 389087.				                      
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